
Mobile Access & Attendance Terminal MATE-C



MATE-C is driven by Credo Mobile Access
Platform that offers special security &
safety features.

One device can handle outgoing and incoming people traffic, providing valuable information of

who is on site at all times. The application supports work safety parameters and alerts security

guards if safety training, medical or any other permits of user are expired. Security guards can

see employee and visitor photos for positive visual identification, and use the device to take

photos of users for event archive as well as add text comments.

The device can hold an unlimited number of users and unlimited number of events and is

equipped for full-featured offline operation. As soon as the connection to the main server is

re-established, MATE-C uploads stored events and downloads changes of user database.

The versatility of the device and the application, allow turning it into a time & attendance

terminal. It can remain hand-held, or it can bewail mounted for use as a self-service kiosk. Upon

arrival employees present their RFID cards or type in employee numbers and the transaction is

registered and forwarded to an HR or ERP application, together with user snapshot to prevent

buddy punching.

Hardware specifications':

- Screen size: 5"

- Stand-by time: 300h

- Operation time: 20h

- Operation in WiFi and 2G/3G/4G networks

- Front & back cameras

- CPU: Quad code

- RAM: 2GB

- Operating system: Android 4.x

- Unlimited number of users and events

- NFC integrated

- IP68 rated

- Supported card technotogies: ~mareCSN,
HID 125Khz Proximity. HID 13.56 iClass
(Sector data)"

BENEFITS:

COMPLETELY MOBILE

ALL MAJOR CARD TECHNOLOGIES
SUPPORTED

FULL OFFLINE OPERATION

HANDLES MULTIPLE PERMITS
PER USER

ADD MOBILE VERIFICATION TO YOUR HID,
MERCURY OR SUPREMA-BASED ACS.

• Hardware spedficatioos are subject to change without
notice. ptease check before ptadng an order.

•• HID 125Khz Pr<»limity and 13.56Mhz HID Klass mod"Is are
custom built. Please consult factory.
(Kontlktine inlormadja]
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Credo Mobile Access Platform
-
Credo Mobile Access Platform is an Android based application for access control and employee

attendance. Credo MAP can turn any Android-based device into an access control reader or

attendance terminal. The application seamlessly integrates with Credo Enterprise security

management software.

Platform requirements:
FEATURES:

. Recommended screen size: 5" or higher

- Operating system: Android 4.1 or higher

- NFC reader required in order to support
13.S6Mhz cards

iCLASS' Cand

Ability to select and register entry and
exit, as welt as dock-in and clock-out
events on the same device

Automatic synchronization with
Credo server

Color-coded events

Operator can add comments
to events

Add mobile verification to your HID,
Mercury or Suprema-based ACS.
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Credo Mobile Access Platform
-
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